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A broad spectrum of application fields, including human and animal health, food
safety and environmental monitoring, require performing real time, on-field
chemical determinations, a concept known as point-of-need testing (PONT).
In the case of infectious diseases, it allows for early diagnosis, which usually
enables better treatment options for the patient, and permits early outbreak
detection and intervention with proper control measures. PONT solutions are
usually developed onmicrofluidic chips, preferably with no extra equipment, as to
lower their cost, ease their delivery and portability. However, equipment-free
PONT is not always feasible, since off-chip operations (e.g., pumping or heating)
might be required and provided by the so-called analyzers. A typical example is the
hardware for optical reading, which is the subject of this perspective article. Firstly,
the state-of-the-art is briefly analyzed considering the solutions provided by both
academy and industry. Special emphasis is made on the smartphone-based
approaches that use no additional hardware (add-ons) for optical reading.
Smartphones are the straightforward option, since they can replace a number
of operations typically done by analyzers. The issues arising from using
smartphones without add-ons are classified into variability sources and
technical challenges. Finally, a set of methods for dealing with these
challenges is proposed and briefly discussed. Simpler systems will be more
easily adopted by more users, for a broader range of application cases, and will
let PONT be a more powerful tool for improving disease diagnosis and outbreak
management.
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1 Introduction

A broad spectrum of application fields, including human and animal health, food safety
and environmental monitoring, require performing real time, on-field chemical
determinations (Yetisen et al., 2013; Ozer et al., 2020; Amin et al., 2023). This detection
format is known as point-of-need (PONT) or point-of-care testing (POCT). In the case of
infectious diseases, POCT allows for early diagnosis, which usually enables better treatment
options and permits early outbreak detection and intervention with proper control measures.
Examples are Chagas Disease, where early treatments have a high rate of success and low side
effects (WHO, 2023a); as well as Dengue and Zika virus infections, where early detection
allows confinement of the infected to avoid propagation (WHO, 2023b; WHO, 2022). The
need of PONT became evident during the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic, where early in-house
detection would have allowed effective isolation of the infected individuals, without
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massively affecting economy. PONT solutions usually rely on
microfluidic chips (frequently referred to as “cassettes”) that are
consumable and usually accompanied by additional hardware, here
called “analyzer.” The last is a permanent piece of equipment
providing the required off-chip operations, such as pumping,
heating, reading (optical, electrochemical), user interface and
connectivity (see, for example, QIAGEN, 2023).

The WHO gathered the characteristics of ideal PONT solutions
in the REASSURED criteria, which is an acronym for: affordable,
sensitive, specific, user-friendly, rapid and robust, equipment-free,
deliverable to end users, real-time connectivity and easy specimen
collection (Land et al., 2019). Cassette-analyzer systems successfully
address some of these aspects, such as sensitivity, specificity, user-
friendliness, velocity, robustness, and connectivity. However, the
extra hardware is frequently detrimental for the remaining criteria.
Thus, reducing such hardware is highly desirable, being the limit
case a standalone cassette without analyzer. However, this is not

always possible because of operations like incubation that require of
an external heat source (Dos-Reis-Delgado et al., 2023). On the other
hand, optical reading methods, such as turbidimetry or colorimetry
(Zhao et al., 2020), are attractive because they require no specific
hardware, like potentiostats (Ainla et al., 2018) or FET biosensor-
based systems (Moser et al., 2016). These optical methods are
compatible with immunoassays (Gosling, 1990) and molecular
reactions for the detection of nucleic acids (Botella, 2022), which
are the most used assays for diagnostics. Also, these optic methods
can be enhanced by smartphones that, as they are widely available
(Statista, 2023), do not constitute an extra cost nor an accessibility
barrier to the users.

In what follows, the state-of-the-art of the optical reading
approaches for PONT is analyzed with emphasis on smartphone-
based options. Then, the challenges of using smartphones without
add-ons are assessed. Finally, some methods for robust smartphone-
based optical reading are proposed.

FIGURE 1
Examples and classification of the present optical reading approaches for PONT. (A) Naked eye reading: LFA can be qualitatively read by visual
inspection. (B) Cassette-Analyzer systems: A typical example is the Cepheid GeneXpert. Used with permission from Cepheid (2023). (C) Smartphones
with add-ons, modified from Zhu et al. (2020) and provided under a CC BY 4.0 license. (D) Smartphones without add-ons, modified from Schaumburg
et al. (2022) and provided under a CC BY 4.0 license.
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2 Present optical reading approaches
for PONT systems

2.1 Naked eye reading

The paradigmatic example of naked eye reading are Lateral Flow
Assays (LFA), depicted in Figure 1A, which are a well-established
technology for rapid and easy detection of a large variety of
biomarkers (Wong and Tse, 2009). LFA technology became
popular in the 80s, when pregnancy tests enabled “yes/no”
answer in the privacy of user’s home. Recently, during the
COVID-19 pandemic, LFAs allowed large-scale serological
testing, demonstrating the effectiveness of LFAs for clinical and
public health purposes (Ozer and Henry, 2021; Budd et al., 2023).
PONT systems entailing the simplicity of LFAs are highly desirable.
Actually, naked eye detection has been historically used in
biochemical laboratories for urinalysis and hemagglutination.
Nowadays, the emerging technologies for blood group testing
offer more sophisticated platforms for quicker and more accurate
assays (Pipatpanukul et al., 2018), as well as multifunctional
microfluidic devices (Lin et al., 2020); nevertheless, the reading
continues to be the direct visual inspection. Turbidimetry has also
notably evolved to increase the sensibility of naked eye detection
(Shin et al., 2018; Spoelstra et al., 2021). Naturally, naked eye
colorimetry methods are considered less adequate than
instrument-based techniques for detecting small amounts of
analytes or small signal variations. Nevertheless, up-to-date
ELISA can perform sensitive detection of disease biomarkers by
naked eye reading (De La Rica and Stevens, 2012; Wang et al., 2022).
Drawbacks of naked eye reading are that it is limited to qualitative
results and subject to non-uniform interpretation of signals, which
strongly depends on the user and ambient conditions. For example,
it was shown that non trained users are prone to miss weak positives
(Schaumburg et al., 2022). Thus, even when naked eye reading is
possible, the current trend is analyzing results with a smartphone
(Figure 1D).

2.2 Cassette-analyzer system

A technical approach that solves the problems of naked eye
reading consists in designing PONT systems with the format of
cassette-analyzer (Figure 1B), a strategy that has found large
consensus in the market. The cassette is fungible, incorporates
the reagents, and has the microfluidic architecture to collect the
specimen and perform the detection reactions; see, for example,
Chen et al. (2010). The analyzer is a small, benchtop, frequently
portable but usually not a handheld instrument, which interacts with
the cassette to provide energy, control the reaction protocol, and
capture the specific signal that is accurately translated into a result;
see, for example, Hu et al. (2017). Analyzers can provide hardware
solutions for fluid handling, thermal incubation and optical reading,
such as mirrors, filters and/or specific UV-vis radiation sources for
fluorescence or chemiluminescence (Chen et al., 2020). In general,
cassette-analyzer systems are not thought to be used at home nor
delivered to final users; however, they still fit the definition of PONT.
There is a long list of commercially available cassette-analyzer
systems. A couple of examples are the GeneXpert™ (Cepheid,

California, United States), which is perhaps the most popular
PCR-based PONT system (Figure 1B) and the ID NOW™
(Abbot, Illinois, United States), which performs isothermal
amplification for the detection of infectious diseases. Although
the cassette-analyzer format provides accurate results at
decentralized points in a short time, the permanent equipment
(and usually the fungible cassette) results too expensive for low-
income countries and happens to be detrimental to deliverability to
the end-user.

2.3 Smartphone-based reading with
add-ons

Besides being widely available, smartphones can provide
complementary features like computing power, data storage,
power sourcing, sensors (e.g., accelerometers, ambient light
sensors, Hall effect sensors, GPS) (Schaumburg et al., 2020).
Additionally, a custom-made app can be used to improve the
user experience, to provide guiding throughout the test and
specific controls, and for objectively communicating the outcome
of an assay (Schaumburg et al., 2022). Even more, smartphones
provide connectivity for database communication and exploitation
through data analytics, connecting PONT solutions to the Internet
of Things (Florea and Diamond, 2022).

Regarding optical reading, most of current research relies on the
photograph camera of smartphones, although there are other
options available (Xiao et al., 2018). Because smartphone’s
cameras are subject to many variability sources, these approaches
are usually aided by additional hardware meant to guarantee
repeatability of results. Thus, a black-box or a “cradle” is
provided for ambient light cancellation and for fixation of the
photograph geometry (i.e., the position, distances and angles
between the phone and the cassette). Such a box might also
include light sources, optic filters and mirrors, batteries and
control electronics, among other components (Figure 1C). These
approaches often employ other smartphone attributes, such us the
flashlight, or computing power (Paterson et al., 2017). The hardware
may also include modules to account for fluid handling or heating
(Zhu et al., 2020). This approach offers similar pros and cons to the
cassette-analyzer systems. The main advantage is that the overall
cost decreases due to the partial hardware replacement. On the other
hand, cross-contamination and hygiene issues arise with the
interaction between the personal smartphone and the hardware,
as well as the model compatibility problems.

2.4 Smartphone-based reading without
add-ons

The fourth group of PONT systems is formed by cassettes, the
optical reading of which is performed using the smartphone solely
(Figure 1D). These systems may not only use the camera, but also
other attributes of smartphones, such the flashlight, data processing,
computing power, result reporting and connectivity, among others.
This approach replaces all the hardware required for reading
purposes (Schaumburg et al., 2023) and, in some special cases, all
the analyzing system is the smartphone (Schaumburg et al., 2022).
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Advantages over the previous group (Smartphones with add-ons)
are less cross-contamination, hygiene and model compatibility
issues, since no contact is required between the smartphone and
the cassette. Even more, this approach offers more portable,
economic, deliverable and user friendly solutions than the others.
The negative consequence of the hardware simplification is that the
obtained images are subject to many variability sources, as
discussed next.

3 Perspectives for smartphone-based
reading without add-ons

3.1 Challenges for smartphone-based
reading without add-ons

Success of smartphones as optical reading systems for PONT
requires that the following challenges are addressed correctly.

Geometric variability, i.e., the relative position between the plane
of the camera CMOS sensor and the plane of the cassette, needs to be
accounted for. This variability can be described in terms of the
distance, rotation, and angle between these planes. In the case of
smartphones without add-ons, it is specially important because
there is no hardware to fix the relative positions (Karlsen and
Dong, 2017).

Inter-device variability occurs because different smartphone
brands and models possess different CMOS sensors that produce
different digital images for a given input. In fact, noise introduces a
degree of variability between different pictures from the same sensor
(ONSEMI, 2023). Phone-to-phone variability is also increased by
brand/model specific processing algorithms (e.g., white balance) that
are automatically applied to the raw images (Zhang and Batur,
2012). Also, the capture parameters or camera settings modify the
digital image obtained by the CMOS sensor. The main parameters
are the sensitivity (or ISO parameter), shutter speed or exposure
time, aperture and resolution of the camera (Mancini and Sidoriak,
2017).

Ambient light also introduces an important challenge, since it
constitutes an uncontrolled excitation source for the optical reading,
which might be the only source if the flashlight is not used. Ambient
light intensity varies within a wide range, starting from from 50 lx in
artificially lit aisles, to 100,000 lx outdoors in a bright summer day.
Light color temperature also influences digital images: it can take
values from ~2,500 K (which corresponds to a shade of orange) for
incandescent bulbs, to ~6,000 K (i.e., white) for daylight. Even more,
ambient light cannot guarantee uniform spatial distribution. Uneven
light distribution might happen because of shadows or uneven
sources. Shadows are caused by any object interposed between
the light source and the cassette. Given the short distances often
involved, this object is usually the smartphone itself. The concept of
uneven sources refers to the case where multiple light sources are
spatially distributed in the room used for imaging, and none of them
is strongly dominant (Karlsen and Dong, 2017). Another often
regarded effect is the inter-operator variability. However, it might
be considered as a combination of the factors named above.

A different set of challenges for smartphone-based reading
without add-ons is not related to variability sources, but to
technical aspects. Perhaps, the most relevant issue is the

quantification of analytes, required in assays where a “yes/no”
result is not enough. Another technical challenge is related to
assays where a single read-out at the end of the assay is not
sufficient, but a real-time monitoring involving multiple readings
is required. This is necessary, e.g., in assays based on qPCR or
qLAMP (Gong et al., 2021).

3.2 Addressing challenges: proposed
solutions

Potential solutions for most of the aforementioned challenges
have already been proposed, some of them with success and others
still under study. These solutions can be classified into pre and post-
processing measures. The former refers to actions taken before
shooting, tending to achieve standardization of the image and
assuring the quality of the information required next. The last
refers to software processing, for image and data manipulation.
Although here we focus on the first group, please note that both
solution types are complementary. In what follows, we do not
present a complete list of the available options, but a subset of
the solutions deemed best for the purpose. For example, geometric
variability has been successfully addressed with on-chip alignment
marks (Figure 2). These marks: 1) provide an easy-to-find reference,
2) can help guide the operator using complementary marks in the
smartphone screen and 3) allow capture only if the relative positions
are within an acceptable range (Schaumburg et al., 2022;
Schaumburg et al., 2023). Additionally, marks can be used for
perspective correction through software processing (Karlsen and
Dong, 2017).

Capture parameters can be fixed to decrease the uncertainty
produced by the camera settings (Cheng et al., 2017); nevertheless
this solution is not suitable for other variability sources. Also, the
smartphone flashlight has been used to standardize the lighting
conditions (Kong et al., 2019). This solution is attractive because
serves to achieve intensity, color and space uniformity, although it is
limited to situations where the flashlight is the dominant source
(ambient light intensity less than ~1,000 lx) and entails a new
problem: in mate surfaces, such as paper-based cassettes, the
angle of incidence of light affects the perceived intensity and
color (Karlsen and Dong, 2017); in reflective surfaces, usually
found on cassettes made out of glass, polymers or in free liquids,
it can produce glow, usually detrimental to image processing.

On-chip calibration features (Figure 2) are perhaps the most
interesting approach. These features provide color/intensity
references for the unknown signal, as they are both known and
subject to the same variability sources (the features are in the same
image than the unknown). Because the color/intensity variability
can simultaneously be related to the brand/model, capture settings,
ambient light conditions and/or the analyte concentration, proper
on-chip calibration features can be used to address all of these
challenges. Such features can be printed, as in pH strips, or be part of
a reaction, as the test line of LFA. Some of these calibration features
will be briefly described next. First, the color/intensity of a feature
can be used for normalization of the unknown as in absorbance
measurements (see, for example, Sun et al., 2020). Similarly, it can be
used as the zero value to perform a zero-correction. This concept can
be extended by including both expected extreme values (Escobedo
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et al., 2023) or a color chart with multiple values (Balbach et al.,
2021) as illustrated in Figure 2. For yes/no results, a feature with the
threshold value separating the positive and negative values can be
included for direct comparison. Also, on-chip features can be used to

assess non-uniform illumination: a large uniform area or multiple
identical spots can be placed near the unknown, then a metric (e.g.,
standard deviation) can be used as a measure of uniformity
(Schaumburg et al., 2023).

FIGURE 2
(A) Current challenges and (B) proposed solutions for reading methods based on smartphones without add-ons. Explanations are given in the text.
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For quantitative and semi-quantitative analysis, the features
presented above must be complemented with a calibration curve,
and/or a mathematical law for interpolation. The inherent errors of
the method can be enlarged if space uniformity is not guaranteed.
Interestingly, an alternative way was recently presented
(Schaumburg et al., 2022), where the full expected color span was
provided on-chip in the form of a gradient. Thus, continuous
determinations can be achieved by searching the matching value
of the unknown in the gradient, in which the position represents, for
example, a concentration. This concept can be easily adapted to any
color-shift. Regarding time-dependent results, perhaps the most
promising approach is based on sampling at variable frequencies,
where the user must take a number of pictures during an established
period (Figure 2, right-bottom corner). Although this task might be
helped by timers and alarms from an app, the sampling frequency
cannot be expected to be constant, as in laboratory equipment. This
approach requires a well-defined mathematical model fed by the
data obtained from images. Note that video-based approaches are an
option for sampling at a constant rate, although they demand
resources proportionally to the length of the recording and
anchor the smartphone during the procedure, which can take,
e.g., 30 min or more for a LAMP procedure.

4 Discussion

In this article we promote that using smartphones with minimal
(preferably none) additional hardware is the most attractive approach
for PONT. Extra hardware increases costs and hinders deliverability,
constituting a barrier between the user/patient and the test. Both
aspects, together with the “equipment-free” criterion, are part of
REASSURED diagnostics. Even more, smartphones without add-ons
guarantee contact-less interaction between the phone and the testing
device, reducing cross-contamination and hygiene issues. The approach
is not brand/model specific and does not anchor a personal phone
during the lapse of the assay that can take several tenths of minutes.
Using no add-ons for reading purposes poses the set of challenges
described in previous sections. Most of these issues can be dealt with
using image pre and post-processing. The former involves image
standardization by on-chip alignment marks and features. Regarding
the last, powerful and promising algorithms are available, like computer
vision andmachine learning, which have already been successfully used
to address complex medical tasks (Elyan et al., 2022), and have the
potential to reinforce and complement the solutions here proposed.
Although complex algorithms may demand too much resources for a
smartphone, the problem can be circumvented by using a remote server
for heavy processing and using the smartphone just for imaging,
connectivity, and reporting.

This article was focused on avoiding extra optical hardware,
nevertheless, it should be noted that add-ons might still be needed
for heating or fluid handling, according to the chemical reactions
involved. In this regard, it is desirable the implementation of sensing

mechanisms with minimum steps, ideally one-pot reactions without
heating. Examples are RPA amplifications (Crannell et al., 2014) and
some immunoassays (Budd et al., 2023). Simpler systems will be
more easily adopted bymore users, on a broader range of application
cases, and will let PONT be a more powerful tool for improving
detection, treatment and outbreak management for One Health.
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